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SUMMARY OF CAPITAL AND RESULTS 

  
**Picture1: Investors and accumulated capital in SYO at VAR 6.5% **Picture2: Darwinia allocation at end-of-month in SYO at VAR 6.5% 

 

 

**Picture 3: SYO historical returns at VAR 6.5% 

**Darwinex has changed the Darwins' VAR from the previous 10% to the current 6.5%. At the moment 
it is not obligatory to sell the Darwin at VAR 10% and buy the new one at VAR 6.5%, but it is advisable 
to do so and, in fact, Darwins at VAR 10% can only be sold. The new Darwin will have less risk and earn 
less than the old one (see Picture 3 with SYO historical returns at VAR 6.5%) but the investor can keep 
the same exposure he had before if he wishes, since he can now leverage 3 times instead of the 2 times 
he could do before. For example, before with 10,000€ in your account you could buy 20,000€ in SYO 
(if you only have SYO in the portfolio your risk would be VAR 20%) and now with 10,000€ you can buy 
30,000€ in SYO at VAR 6.5% (now your risk will be VAR 19.5%, practically the same as you had before) 

All comparative data in the report has been redone with SYO data at VAR 6.5% as the Darwin at VAR 
10% can no longer be purchased.  
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BENCHMARKS 

1. The “Credit Suisse Managed Futures Liquid Index USD” is considered by the industry as 

one of the best indices to measure the performance of Hedge Funds or alternative 

investments. It has certainly been underperforming for years, no doubt because of the 

low volatility of the markets in recent years. It is more surprising that this year it does not 

get to be in positive either as there has been volatility, but we cannot ignore how this 

volatility has occurred which has meant that not all strategies have been able to take 

advantage of it. 

NOTE: We have changed the "Credit Suisse AllHedge Managed Futures Index USD" to the 

"Credit Suisse Managed Futures Liquid Index USD" due to four reasons: 

• It only includes those funds that trade liquid assets the same way we do.  

• It is more updated and was made with the collaboration of the London Business 

School after a long research.  

• It publishes accurate daily values, so it is more objective and transparent.  

• The index historically has obtained better results than the one we used before, 

so it is more challenging for us.  

 

2. The "MSCI World Net Return EUR" as the representative of equities, as it includes mid- 

and large-cap companies from 23 developed countries. We use the Net Return version 

because it is the only type of index that faithfully reflects the performance of an investor 

who has replicated the index, as it reinvests in the index the dividends that are paid 

periodically by the shares. Any investor who has these shares in his portfolio receives the 

dividends they pay. Therefore, if the purpose is to determine whether a manager does 

better or worse than a given benchmark, the correct (and honest) thing to do is to use 

Total or Net Return indices that take this effect into account. 

 

Why do we also compare ourselves with equities? 

Equities are the most important and most widely used type of investment. It is considered the 

most profitable in the long term despite its high volatility. That is why it usually represents the 

highest percentage of any investor's portfolio and that is why we include it in the comparison, 

especially to show our low correlation with it. 
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CORRELATION ANALYSIS 

One of the main qualities of alternative management or absolute return is the low correlation 

with other investment styles or other assets, especially with equities. 

What does it mean that two assets have little correlation with each other? It means that they tend 

to move independently, i.e. they do not tend to move in the same direction. The correlation is 

measured between -1 and +1: 

• A correlation of -1 would indicate that the two assets or indices always move in the 

opposite way: When one rises the other falls and vice versa. 

• A correlation of +1 would indicate that the two assets or indices always move in the same 

direction: When one rises the other also rises and vice versa. 

Well, the correlation of monthly returns between the two benchmarks we follow and SYO since 

exists SYO’s public track record is very slightly negative with the Credit Suisse Managed Futures 

Liquid Index USD and slightly negative with the MSCI World NR EUR. This indicates that it is not 

only an excellent asset for any portfolio because of its return, since SYO has clearly beaten both 

indices, but also stands out because of its low correlation with other assets. In other words, in 

monthly returns SYO usually moves completely independently from the MSCI World NR EUR. 

 

Credit Suisse Managed 

Futures Liquid Index USD 
MSCI WORLD NR EUR 

SYO at VAR 6.5% -0.05 -0.09 

Table 1: Correlation of monthly returns between SYO at VAR 6.5%, MSCI World NR EUR and Credit Suisse Managed 
Futures Liquid Index USD from Dec-2016 (Values between +1.00 and -1.00) 

 

Therefore, this shows that SYO is an ideal asset to combine with any equity portfolio as it will help 

to compensate the bad moments of this one and vice versa, making our portfolio move in a more 

stable and less volatile way, as it has happened throughout the first quarter of 2020. The 

percentage to be allocated to each type of investment is highly variable depending on the profile 

of each investor and is not the subject of this report, but in general terms, any portfolio based on 

the financial markets should have 3 main groups: equities, fixed income and alternative 

investments. Each group can be broken down into many subgroups or classifications according 

to different criteria, such as whether it is public or private, according to currency, geographical 
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area, volatility, credit rating, average returns, etc. Risk aversion and investor profile is a personal 

condition that must be considered when building any portfolio. 

Let's make a simplification to illustrate the decorrelation effect that SYO has and see the result of 

investing 50% in equity, specifically in the MSCI World NR EUR index and 50% in SYO at VAR 6.5% 

since the SYO has been trading and rebalancing monthly to always maintain 50% in each one. 

In picture 5 you can see the performance of SYO at VAR 6.5% next to the two benchmarks we use 

and next to the mentioned portfolio (green line) since we have SYO data. 

 

Picture 5: Cumulative monthly returns from Dec-2016 of SYO at VAR 6.5%, MSCI World NR EUR, Credit Suisse Managed 
Futures Liquid Index and portfolio consisting of 50% SYO at VAR 6.5% and 50% MSCI World NR 

 

Picture 5 shows SYO at VAR 6.5% as the most profitable asset, but the mentioned portfolio is the 

most stable of the four assets, thanks to the negative correlation of SYO with equities. The new 

VAR allows us to compare them in a more homogeneous way, as this VAR is quite equivalent to 

that of a stock index. 

Where this low correlation is best seen is in the monthly Draw Down graph that can be seen in 

picture 6. 
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Picture 6: Drawdowns from previous monthly returns from Dec-2016 from SYO to VAR 6.5%, MSCI World NR, Credit Suisse 
All Hedge Managed Futures Liquid Index and Portfolio composed with 50% in SYO and 50% in MSCI World NR 

 

Note how the red line (MSCI World NR EUR) and the magenta line (SYO at VAR 6.5%) usually have 

the drawdowns at different times. 

The green line, which represents the 50/50 portfolio used as an example, is the one with the 

smallest and shortest drawdowns among the 4 assets. The maximum drawdown calculated on 

the monthly returns of the MSCI World NR EUR is -22.15%, the SYO at VAR 6.5% is -10.47%, the 

CS Managed Futures Liquid Index USD is -20.64% and the portfolio studied is -7.65%. 
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In the following charts you can see the performance of each index, compared to SYO at VAR 

6.5%, month by month: 

 

Picture 7: Comparison of monthly percentage returns between SYO at VAR 6.5% and MSCI WORLD NR EUR 
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Picture 8: Comparison of monthly percentage returns between SYO at VAR 6.5% and CS MANAGED FUTURES LIQUID INDEX 
USD 
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MONTHLY REVIEW 

SYO ends October with a return of -8.78% in its worst month since trading at Darwinex. SYO 

starts badly the last quarter of the year, reducing its annual return to +21.37%. Although we 

know that a result like the October one can be painful, it is a result consistent with the risk levels 

we assume at Darwinex (VAR 6.5%), much more so if we take into account the levels of volatility 

and uncertainty that the financial markets are supporting throughout the year 2020. 

On the other hand, SYO has obtained good news from the investors' side. SYO has managed to 

end the month with 600 investors, which replicate its operations with a total capital of 

$5,504,689.51. During this month SYO’s investors have taken advantage of its price retracement 

and they have increased notably the size of their positions. However, although we have 

increased the number of investors from month to month, the maximum was reached on October 

20th with 630 investors. In the last 10 days of October, 30 investors have left SYO even though 

its drawdown is being totally normal, and it has not even exceeded its maximum historical 

drawdown. We have written many times about investors’ behavior, including several special 

articles, and we are not going to extend now, but we confess that we are still surprised that 

investors who have been invested for a long period of time, close their positions losing because 

SYO falls a 9%. Do these investors believe that an asset that earns more than 20% per year, is not 

going to have ever a drawdown of 10%? Or that it will not have any negative months? We 

understand the use of stops, of course, we also use them, but stops to avoid losses must be 

consistent with the risk assumed in the investment. In a Darwin, in our opinion, they only make 

sense if you stop trusting the Darwin in question. That is the correct stop level. If this is not the 

case, we must be alert to re-enter at a better or worse price, as it has happened so many times, 

that investors exit because we fall and then re-enter at a much higher price, losing a good part 

of the increase. We have done what we always do. We have increased our position as investors, 

as we do in every drawdown. 

Likewise, the nominal capital assigned by Darwinex due to the Darwinia contests, drops slightly 

to 492,000€, due to the withdraw of May contest's notional assignment. During the last month, 

SYO has not been able to participate in Darwinia, as it has an accumulated prize of more than 

500,000 euros. Although with the bad result of this month, it would not have been able to qualify 

in the prize zone either. On the other hand, as the allocation of the half million has decreased, 

SYO will be able to compete again in November. 

As far as market behavior is concerned, the uncertainty that has arisen as a result of the news 

regarding the US presidential elections, as well as the continuation of the problems caused by 

the Covid-19 pandemic, have led to a market with very wide movements, both on the long and 

short sides. Although it is true that volatility makes it easier for SYO to obtain good results, it also 
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causes its failures to be more significant and, in the event of a series of consecutive failures, to 

produce outstanding drawdowns very quickly. In fact, it is very common to have some important 

drawdowns during volatile markets, but history teaches us that the drawdowns of volatile 

markets are usually of short duration. 

This time, the systems that determine the operation of SYO have had a bad month. The Apollo 

Nasdaq sets have spent the whole month chasing the price, turning, and hooking during days in 

unfavorable operations. Nemesis Gold has not been able to decorrelate the portfolio, finding no 

hedge in October, neither on the short side, nor the long side of the market. In short, a bad month 

for our strategies, which we hope will react quickly over the next few dates. 

In conclusion, October has been a very complicated month for SYO. During the whole period it 

has had to suffer the negative side of volatile markets, which is to support consecutive series of 

failures with larger losses. Anyway, although this month has been a loser, the volatility is still 

there, so we hope it will recover quickly from the accumulated draw down, in what can be a very 

good end of the year. 

 

October 31st, 2020 

Sersan Sistemas 

 


